The following questions are being asked on behalf of the Department for Transport.

(1) Press <1> to continue

M377c_1

N7_1
Do you hold a licence valid in the UK to drive a car?

i@ Include international permits or other foreign licences valid in the UK.

(1) Yes, full licence for car
(2) Yes, provisional licence for car
(3) Currently disqualified
(4) No

M377_6R

N7_2
How often do you travel by plane, internally or abroad?

i@ Please count each single trip as one journey and each return trip as two. Only include travel to or from Great Britain over the last 12 months.

(1) At least once a day
(2) Less than once a day but at least 3 times a week
(3) Once or twice a week
(4) Less than that but more than twice a month
(5) Once or twice a month
(6) Less than that but more than twice a year
(7) Once or twice a year
(8) Less than that or never
**M377c_2**

N7_2
How frequently do you travel by public transport, including buses, trains, trams or the tube?

i@|Please count each single trip as one journey and each return trip as two. Only include travel within Great Britain over the last 12 months.

(1) At least once a day  
(2) Less than once a day but at least 3 times a week  
(3) Once or twice a week  
(4) Less than that but more than twice a month  
(5) Once or twice a month  
(6) Less than that but more than twice a year  
(7) Once or twice a year  
(8) Less than that or never

**M377c_3**

N7_2
How frequently do you use a bicycle?

i@|Please count each single trip as one journey and each return trip as two. Only include travel within Great Britain over the last 12 months.

(1) At least once a day  
(2) Less than once a day but at least 3 times a week  
(3) Once or twice a week  
(4) Less than that but more than twice a month  
(5) Once or twice a month  
(6) Less than that but more than twice a year  
(7) Once or twice a year  
(8) Less than that or never

**M377c_4**

N7_2
How frequently do you travel by private car or van - whether as a driver or passenger?

i@|Please count each single trip as one journey and each return trip as two. Only include travel within Great Britain over the last 12 months.

(1) At least once a day  
(2) Less than once a day but at least 3 times a week  
(3) Once or twice a week  
(4) Less than that but more than twice a month  
(5) Once or twice a month  
(6) Less than that but more than twice a year  
(7) Once or twice a year  
(8) Less than that or never
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_8R

N7_3
Has your level of car use changed at all during the last 12 months?
(1) Yes, it has increased
(2) Yes, it has decreased
(3) No change

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: M377_8R = YesIn

M377c_6

N7_5
Which, if any, of the following changes have occurred in the last 12 months as part of you increasing your level of car use?

Please code all that apply.
SET [5] OF
(1) I travel longer distances
(2) I make more trips / journeys
(3) I travel by car more instead of walking
(4) I travel by car more instead of cycling
(5) I travel by car more instead of using public transport (e.g. buses; trains; trams)
(6) None of the above

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: M377_8R = YesDe

M377c_5

N7_4
Which, if any, of the following changes have occurred in the last 12 months as part of you reducing your level of car use?

Please code all that apply.
SET [5] OF
(1) I travel shorter distances
(2) I make fewer trips / journeys
(3) I walk more instead of travelling by car
(4) I cycle more instead of travelling by car
(5) I take public transport (e.g. buses; trains; trams) more instead of travelling by car
(6) None of the above
**M377_9R**

N7_6

What are the reasons for this change in car use?

Please code all that apply

SET [12] OF

(1) Changed job or started/stopped working
(2) Moved house
(3) Had children
(4) Children started/changed school
(5) The cost of driving
(6) Bought or sold a car
(7) Health problems
(8) To improve health
(9) Concerns about the environment
(10) To avoid congestion
(11) Changes to public transport provision
(12) Other (Please specify)

(13) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(14) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

**Spec9**

i Please record other reason(s)

STRING[255]
Looking at this list, which of these things are, or would be, important to you when buying a car or van?

Probe fully. Code all that apply.

SET [13] OF
(1) Comfort
(2) Costs - purchase/running/resale value/tax/insurance
(3) Small engine
(4) Large engine
(5) Environmentally friendly/low CO2 emissions
(6) Electric car/van - one that's plugged directly into an electricity supply
(7) Style/design/image of brand/model
(8) Interior space/functionality/boot size
(9) Reliability
(10) Safety
(11) Speed/performance
(12) Features e.g. sat nav; CD player; music system; power steering etc
(13) Other (Please specify)

(14) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(15) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Please record other reason(s)

STRING[255]

Looking at the following list of costs, which do/would you think about most when choosing a car or van to buy?

Code up to three responses.

SET [3] OF
(1) Purchase costs
(2) Fuel costs, including fuel tax
(3) Maintenance costs
(4) Resale value
(5) Car tax (Vehicle Excise Duty)
(6) Insurance
(7) Other (please specify)
(8) Don't know (spontaneous only)
(9) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
**Spec8**

i Please record other reason(s)
STRING[255]

**M377c_9**

N7.9

How much, if anything, would you say you know about electric cars or vans, that is, cars or vans that are recharged by plugging them directly into an electricity supply?

(1) A lot
(2) A fair amount
(3) A little
(4) Hardly anything
(5) Nothing, but I've heard of them
(6) Hadn't heard about them before now

**M377c_10**

If you were to buy a car or van in the next 12 months, what, if anything, would put you off buying an electric car or van?

iDo not Prompt. Probe fully. Code all that apply.

SET [16] OF

(1) Lack of knowledge
(2) Cost to run/maintain
(3) Cost to buy
(4) Battery: distance travelled on charge
(5) Recharging: time to recharge
(6) Recharging: few public points
(7) Recharging: no charge point at home
(8) Value: resale/residual
(9) Safety features/record
(10) Vehicle: performance e.g. speed/handling
(11) Vehicle: size/practicality
(12) Vehicle: aesthetics e.g. appearance/image
(13) Technology: doesn't work/not proven
(14) Environment: no benefits e.g. for climate
(15) Nothing
(16) Other (please specify)

(17) Don't know
(18) Refusal
M377c_11

HThinking about the next time you buy a new car or van, whether brand new or second-hand, what, if anything, would encourage you to buy an electric car or van?

iDo not Prompt. Probe fully. Code all that apply.

SET [17] OF
(1) Knowledge: knew more about them
(2) Cost: subsidy/tax reduction/grant
(3) Cost: to run/maintain
(4) Cost: to buy
(5) Battery: distance travelled on charge
(6) Recharging: time to recharge
(7) Recharging: convenient in public
(8) Recharging: convenient at home
(9) Value: resale/residual
(10) Safety features/record
(11) Vehicle: performance e.g. speed/handling
(12) Vehicle: size/practicality
(13) Vehicle: aesthetics e.g. appearance/image
(14) If there was more choice available
(15) Technology: reliable/proven
(16) Environment: benefits e.g. for climate
(17) Nothing
(18) Other (please specify)
(19) Don't know
(20) Refusal

Spec11

i Please record other reason(s)
STRING[255]
I now want to ask you some more questions about climate change. This is thought to be the main cause of changing weather patterns in Britain and around the world.

(1) Press <1> to continue

**M377_12R**

What types of things do you think contribute to climate change?

*Do not Prompt. Probe fully. Code all that apply.*

**SET [12] OF**

1. Destruction of forests / cutting down trees
2. Emissions from road transport
3. Emissions from planes
4. Emissions from power stations
5. Other CO2 Emissions
6. Burning fossil fuels for energy
7. Aerosols / CFCs
8. Use of electricity / gas at home
9. Use of electricity / gas by businesses
10. Natural causes
11. None of the above
12. Other (Please specify)
13. Don't know
14. Refusal
15. Don't believe in climate change

**Spec12**

*Please record other types.*

STRING[255]
Ask if: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_14R

N7_10
How concerned are you about climate change?

(1) Very concerned
(2) Fairly concerned
(3) Not very concerned
(4) Not at all concerned
(5) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(6) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
(7) Don't believe climate change is happening (Spontaneous only)

Ask if: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_15R

N7_11
And how convinced are you that the world's climate is changing?

(1) Very convinced
(2) Fairly convinced
(3) Not very convinced
(4) Not at all convinced
(5) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(6) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Ask if: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_22R

N7_12
How much influence do you think you personally can have on limiting climate change?

(1) No influence
(2) A little influence
(3) Some influence
(4) A large influence
(5) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(6) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
(7) Don't believe in climate change (Spontaneous only)
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_23R

N7_13

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement,

I would be prepared to change my behaviour to help limit climate change?

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don’t know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
(8) I don’t believe my behaviour can influence climate change (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377_27R

N7_14

Thinking now of the overall impact of different forms of transport in this country at the present time, which of the following, if any, do you think are major contributors to climate change?

Code all that apply

SET [7] OF
(1) Cars
(2) Buses and coaches
(3) Vans and lorries
(4) Aeroplanes
(5) Trains
(6) Ships/ferries
(7) Motorbikes

(8) None (Spontaneous only)
(9) Don’t know (Spontaneous only)
(10) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: cars IN M377_27R

Text[1] := 'Cars'

COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: buses IN M377_27R


COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: vans IN M377_27R


\[ \text{COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE} \geq 1 \text{ AND: planes IN M377_27R} \]

\textbf{Text[4]} := 'Aeroplanes'

\[ \text{COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE} \geq 1 \text{ AND: Trains IN M377_27R} \]

\textbf{Text[5]} := 'Trains'

\[ \text{COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE} \geq 1 \text{ AND: Ships IN M377_27R} \]

\textbf{Text[6]} := 'Ships/ferries'

\[ \text{COMPUTE IF: DMHSIZE} \geq 1 \text{ AND: MBike IN M377_27R} \]

\textbf{Text[7]} := 'Motorbikes'

\[ \text{ASK IF: DMHSIZE} \geq 1 \text{ AND: M377_27R.CARDINAL} > 1 \]

\textbf{M377_28R}

I shall now read a list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the impact of climate change, starting with actions related to buying a car. For each of the following statements, please say the extent to which you agree or disagree.

(1) Press <1> to continue
M377c_12

I am willing to buy a car with lower CO2 emissions.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

M377c_13

Higher taxes should be imposed to try to stop people buying cars with high CO2 emissions.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

M377c_14

The government should ban the sale of cars with high CO2 emissions.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Intro7

I shall now read another list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the impact of climate change, this time in relation to travelling by car. Again, please say the extent to which you agree or disagree.

(1) Press <1> to continue
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_15

N7_15
HI am willing to reduce the amount I travel by car.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don’t know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_16

N7_15
HReducing the amount I travel by car is achievable within my lifestyle.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don’t know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: (M377c_1 = Yesf) OR (M377c_1 = Yesp)

M377c_17

N7_15
HI am willing to pay to learn to drive in a more environmentally friendly way.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don’t know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_18

N7_15
HThe practical driving test should cover more on driving in an environmentally friendly way.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: (M377c_1 = Yesf) OR (M377c_1 = Yesp)

M377c_19

N7_15
HI am prepared to reduce my speed on the motorway to help reduce my CO2 emissions.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_20

N7_15
HThe government should do more to enforce the motorway speed limit to help reduce CO2 emissions.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree
(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_21

N7_15
HFuel tax or other charges such as parking costs, should be increased to encourage people to travel by car less.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Intro8

I shall now read another list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the impact of climate change, this time in relation to sharing car journeys. Again, please say the extent to which you agree or disagree.

(1) Press <1> to continue

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: (M377c_1 = Yesf) OR (M377c_1 = Yesp)

M377c_22

N7_15
I am willing to share car journeys more often with other people instead of driving on my own.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
AND: (M377c_1 = Yesf) OR (M377c_1 = Yesp)

M377c_23

N7_15
Sharing car journeys more often with other people instead of driving on my own is achievable within my lifestyle.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

Intro9

I shall now read another list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the impact of climate change, this time about public transport. Again, please say the extent to which you agree or disagree.

(1) Press <1> to continue

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_24

N7_15
I am willing to use public transport more often instead of travelling by car.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_25

N7.15

HUsing public transport more often instead of travelling by car is achievable within my lifestyle.

(1)  Strongly agree
(2)  Tend to agree
(3)  Neither agree nor disagree
(4)  Tend to disagree
(5)  Strongly disagree

(6)  Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7)  Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_26

N7.15

HMore of the tax I pay should be used to improve public transport rather than being spent on other things.

(1)  Strongly agree
(2)  Tend to agree
(3)  Neither agree nor disagree
(4)  Tend to disagree
(5)  Strongly disagree

(6)  Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7)  Refusal (Spontaneous only)

ASK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1

Intro10

I shall now read another list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the impact of climate change, this time about cycling and walking. Again, please say the extent to which you agree or disagree.

(1)  Press <1> to continue
**Ask if:** DMHSIZE >= 1

**M377c_27**

N7_15
HI am willing to cycle more often instead of travelling by car.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

**Ask if:** DMHSIZE >= 1

**M377c_28**

N7_15
HCycling more often instead of travelling by car is achievable within my lifestyle.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

**Ask if:** DMHSIZE >= 1

**M377c_29**

N7_15
HMore of the tax I pay should be used to improve cycling facilities rather than being spent on other things.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
M377c_30

N7_15
HI am willing to walk more often instead of travelling by car.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

M377c_31

N7_15
HWalking more often instead of travelling by car is achievable within my lifestyle.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Intro11

I shall now read the last list of statements about actions that could be taken to help reduce the
impact of climate change, this time about planes. Again, please say the extent to which you
agree or disagree.
(1) Press <1> to continue

M377c_32

N7_15
HI am willing to reduce the amount I travel by plane.
(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)
Ask if: DMHSIZE >= 1

M377c_33

N7_15
HTaxes or other charges should be increased to encourage people to reduce the amount they travel by plane.

(1) Strongly agree
(2) Tend to agree
(3) Neither agree nor disagree
(4) Tend to disagree
(5) Strongly disagree

(6) Don't know (Spontaneous only)
(7) Refusal (Spontaneous only)

Warn if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: M377_6R = Every
ERROR
This seems a large number of flights, please check.

Warn if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: M377_6R = Three
ERROR
This seems a large number of flights, please check.

Warn if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: M377_6R = Week
ERROR
This seems a large number of flights, please check.

Check if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: none IN M377c_6
M377c_6.CARDINAL = 1
You cannot choose 'none' alongside other options.

Check if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: none IN M377c_5
M377c_5.CARDINAL = 1
You cannot choose 'none' alongside other options.

Check if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: DKn IN M377c_7
M377c_7.CARDINAL = 1
Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.

Check if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: Ref IN M377c_7
M377c_7.CARDINAL = 1
Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

Check if: DMHSIZE >= 1
And: DKn IN M377c_8
M377c_8.CARDINAL = 1
Don’t know should be a single code and not used with other answers.
**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** Ref IN M377c_8
   M377c_8.CARDINAL = 1

   Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** DKn IN M377_9R
   M377_9R.CARDINAL = 1

   Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** Ref IN M377_9R
   M377_9R.CARDINAL = 1

   Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** DKn IN M377c_10
   M377c_10.CARDINAL = 1

   Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** Ref IN M377c_10
   M377c_10.CARDINAL = 1

   Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Check if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** noth IN M377c_10
   M377c_10.CARDINAL = 1

   Nothing should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Warn if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** DKn IN M377c_11
   M377c_11.CARDINAL = 1

   Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Warn if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** Ref IN M377c_11
   M377c_11.CARDINAL = 1

   Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Warn if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** noth IN M377c_11
   M377c_11.CARDINAL = 1

   Nothing should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Warn if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** none IN M377_12R
   M377_12R.CARDINAL = 1

   None should be a single code and not used with other answers.

**Warn if:** DMHSIZE >= 1
   **And:** Donk IN M377_12R
   M377_12R.CARDINAL = 1

   Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.
WARN IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: Ref IN M377_12R
   M377_12R.CARDINAL = 1
Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

WARN IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: nochange IN M377_12R
   M377_12R.CARDINAL = 1
Don't believe in climate change should not be used with other answers.

WARN IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: noneo IN M377_27R
   M377_27R.CARDINAL = 1
None should be a single code and not used with other answers.

WARN IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: Donk IN M377_27R
   M377_27R.CARDINAL = 1
Don't know should be a single code and not used with other answers.

WARN IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: Ref IN M377_27R
   M377_27R.CARDINAL = 1
Refusal should be a single code and not used with other answers.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = cars
   IN(cars,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = buses
   IN(buses,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = vans
   IN(vans,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = planes
   IN(planes,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = Trains
   IN(Trains,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.

CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
   AND: M377_28R = Ships
   IN(Ships,M377_27R)
The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.
CHECK IF: DMHSIZE >= 1
    AND: M377_28R = MBike
    IN (MBike, M377_27R)

The respondent did not select this response in M377_27M, please check answer in M377_28.